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Abstract 
Web search engines use highly optimized compression schemes to decrease inverted index size and improve query through-put, and many 
index compression techniques have been studied in the literature. One approach taken by several recent studies first performs a renumbering 
of the document IDs in the collection that groups similar documents together, and then applies standard compression techniques. It is known 
that this can significantly improve index compression compared to a random document ordering. We study index compression and query 
processing techniques for such reordered indexes. Previous work has focused on determining the best possible ordering of documents. In 
contrast, we assume that such an ordering is already given, and focus on how to optimize compression methods and query processing for this 
case. We perform an extensive study of compression techniques for document IDs and present new optimizations of existing techniques 
which can achieve significant improvement in both compression and decompression performances. We also propose and evaluate techniques 
for compressing frequency values for this case. Finally, we study the effect of this approach on query processing performance. Our 
experiments show very significant improvements in index size and query processing speed on the TREC GOV2 collection of 25.2 million 
web pages. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Large web search engines need to process thousands ofqueries per second over tens of billions of pages. Moreover, 
the results for each query should be returned within at most 
a few hundred milliseconds. A significant amount of researchand engineering has gone into addressing these 
tremendousperformance challenges, and various optimizations have been proposed based on techniques such as caching, data 
compression, early termination, and massively parallel processing. We focus on one important class of optimizations, 
indexcompression. Inverted index compression is used in all majorengines, and many techniques have been 
proposed.Informally, an inverted index for a collection of documentsis a structure that stores, for each term (word) 
ccurringsomewhere in the collection, information about the locationswhere it occurs. In particular, for each term t, the 
indexcontains an inverted list Itconsisting of a number of indexpostings. Each posting in It contains information about 
theoccurrences of t in one particular document d, usually theID of the document (the docID), the number of occurrencesof t in 
d (the frequency), and possibly other informationabout the locations of the occurrences within the documentand their contexts. 
The postings in each list are usuallysorted by docID. For example, an inverted list It of the form{56, 1, 34}{198, 2, 14, 23} 
might indicate that term t occursonce in document 56, at word position 34 from the beginningof the document, and twice in 
document 198 at positions 14and 23. We assume postings have docIDs and frequenciesbut do not consider other data such as 
positions or contexts. 
 
Many techniques for inverted index compression have beenstudied in the literature;for a survey and [2, 3,4] for very recent 
work. Most techniques first replace each docID (except the first in a list) by the differencebetween it and the preceding docID, 
called d-gap, and thenencode the d-gap using some integer compression algorithm.Using d-gaps instead of docIDs decreases 
the average valuethat needs to be compressed, resulting in a higher compression ratio. Of course, these values have to be 
summed upagain during decompression, but this can usually be donevery efficiently. Thus, inverted index compression 
techniquesare concerned with compressing sequences of integers whoseaverage value is small. The resulting compression ratio 
depends on the exact properties of these sequences, which depend on the way in which docIDs are assigned to documents. 
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This observation has motivated several authors [8,7] to study how to assign docIDs in a way that optimizes compression. The 
basic idea here is that if we assigndocIDs such that many similar documents (i.e., documentsthat share a lot of terms) are close 
to each other in the docIDassignment, then the resulting sequence of d-gaps will become more skewed, with large clusters of 
many small valuesinterrupted by a few larger values, resulting in better compression. In contrast, if docIDs are assigned at 
random, thedistribution of gaps will be basically exponential, and smallvalues will not be clustered together. In practice, IR 
systemsmay assign docIDs to documents in a number of ways, e.g., atrandom, in the order they are crawled or indexed, or 
basedon global measures of page quality (such as Pagerank [10]).  
 
As we discuss later, in some cases it is difficult or impossibleto change the way docIDs are assigned, but there are manyother 
scenarios where reordering of documents could be usedto improve index compression. 
 
In this paper, we follow the document reordering approachstudied in [8, 7]. However, while previous workhas focused on 
finding the best ordering of documents in acollection, we focus on the next step, how to optimize actualindex compression and 
query processing given some suitabledocument ordering obtained from previous work. In particular, we extensively study and 
optimize state-of-the-art compression techniques for docIDs, and propose new algorithmsfor compressing frequencies, under 
such optimized orderings.Frequency values tend to be small compared to docID gaps(on average when a word occurs in a web 
page it occursonly 3 to 4 times), and thus different techniques are neededto improve their compression. We further study the 
impactof docID reordering on query throughput, and propose andstudy a new index optimization problem motivated by 
thetrade-off between speed and compression ratio of the variousmethods. Our experimental results show very significant 
improvements in both overall index size and query processingspeed in realistic settings. To our knowledge, no previouswork 
has looked at frequency compression or query processing performance under the document reordering approach. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Inthe next section, we provide Query Optimizations. Section 3 describes 
Index Organization and Skipping, while Section 4 focuses on compression of frequencies.Finally, Section 5 provides 
concluding remarks. 
 
2. Query Optimizations 
 
Early query optimization strategies for inverted indexeshave been considered by Buckley and Lewit. Turtle and Flood have 
discussedand evaluated a number of techniques to reduce query evaluation costs.We use MaxScore to refer to a document-at-a-
time (DAAT) partial ranking optimizationbased on the maximum achievable score of a posting list and the scoreof the 
currently lowest ranked document mentioned in the paper. 
 
However, the original description of MaxScore omits some important details,and it differs from a later description by 
Strohman, Turtle and Croft.Also the recited description of the method provided by Lacour et al is closer 
to the original rather than the later description of the method. We believe thatboth descriptions are correct and explain two 
different heuristics thatcan be combined. We find this combination to be highly efficient, but lackinga clear, unified 
explanation. For this reason we present a complete algorithmicimplementation of MaxScore and explain how skipping can be 
done.  
 
Moffat and Zobel have presented the original Quit/Continuestrategiesfor term-at-a-time processing (TAAT) and explained how 
these can be combinedwith efficient skipping. The paper also explains the choice of skipping distance forsingle- and multiple-
level skipping. In a later comparison paper, Lacour et al have found these optimizations most efficient, while MaxScore was 
only slightlybetter than full TAAT evaluation. However, as we understand, the MaxScoreimplementation by Lacour et al. was 
limited only to partial ranking withno skipping. We show that, compared to this method, skipping improves theaverage query 
latency with by a factor of 3.5. 
 
Lester et al introduced an efficient space-limited TAAT query evaluationmethod, which provides a trade-off between the 
number of maintained accumulators(ie. partially scored candidates) and the result quality. However, no considerationsof 
skipping have been made by the authors. In our work, we presenta modification of the method that does inverted list skipping 
and demonstratea significant performance improvement. 
 
Compression.PForDelta compression was originally proposed have demonstrated the efficiency of this method compared tothe 
other methods and suggested a number of improvements. Skipping hasbeen mentioned in most of the PForDelta related papers 
by Suel et al., but theonly implementation considered so far was to store the first document ID fromeach chunk of each posting 
list, uncompressed, in main memory. Opposite tothis, we suggest a self-skipping compressed inverted index. 
 
Skipping.Moffat and Zobel wrote one of the first papers applying invertedindex skipping and presented a method to choose 
optimal skip-lengths forsingle- and multiple-level skipping with respect to disk-access and decompressiontime. The model 
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behind the method assumes to fetch and decompress anelement at a time, and the optimization is done on the total number of 
fetchedand decompressed entries. Instead, we assume data to be compressed in chunksand stored in blocks with its 
implications to the processing model. 
 
Other methods to estimate optimal skipping distances were presented thefirst paper looks at skipping with impact-ordered 
inverted files and the secondone looks at spaghetti skips in doctored dictionaries which are not related toour focus. The 
skipping structure described has a certainsimilarity with ours. The smallest number of pointers to be skipped is a groupof 32 or 
64 entries, each compressed on its own, and skipping pointers are storedin towers. Our skipping structure, as we explain in the 
next section, compressesgroups of 128 index postings or 128 skipping pointers in chunks, while the pointerscorresponding to 
different skipping-levels are stored in different chunks. 
 
      We have presented an efficient I/O optimized randomaccessstructure for random inverted index access. While having an 
insignificantsimilarity with our skipping organization, their method operates with nodes ofconstant byte size, such as an L2 
cache line or a memory page. Our skippingstructure operates with nodes of 128 elements and we separate physical block-
size(used for disk-fetching) from the index layout itself. Finally, we optimize query processing rather than random access, and 
we look at PForDelta compression which was considered by the authors only as promising further work. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.Compressed inverted index organization 
 
3. Index Organization and Skipping 
 
We look at processing of disjunctive queries with a disk-stored document-orderedinverted index. Each posting list entry 
represents a document ID and a termfrequencyfd,tdenoting the number of occurrences. Additionally to the invertedindex that 
we describe below, we store a lexicon file, a document dictionaryand additional statistics such as the total number of unique 
terms, documents,postings and tokens. The lexicon file stores a posting list pointer and the correspondingcollection frequency 
Ft and document frequency ftfor each indexedterm. The document dictionary stores mapping between document IDs, 
originaldocument naming and document lengths. 
 
3.1 Basic Inverted Index 
 
Without skipping, we split posting lists in chunks of 128 entries. Each chunkconsists of 128 document IDs and 128 
frequencies, where the last chunk containsa maximum of 128 entries. We use d-gaps instead of the original IDs. Further,each 
group of d-gaps and frequencies is compressed on its own, but using thesame compression method. Chunks with more than 100 
entries are compressedusing NewPFD, a variant of PFoRDelta which stores highest order bytes of 
exceptions and exception offsets as two Simple9 encoded arrays. Chunks withless than 100 entries are VByte compressed. We 
illustrate this in Fig.1(a). 
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Posting lists are processed using iterators. In this case, a list is fetched oneblockat a time. Blocks are zero-indexed, have a 
constant size B, but contain a varied number of chunks, and the block number ihas a start-offset of B*ibytes.The choice of the 
block size itself is transparent from the physical organization.Once a block is fetched, chunks are decoded one at a time. All d-
gaps andfrequencies contained in a single chunk are decoded at once. 
 
3.2 Self-skipping Index 
 
To support inverted index skipping we extract the last document ID and theend-offsetfrom each chunk. These result in the 
lowest level of skipping hierarchy.Similar to the posting data itself, we divide these into groups of 128 elements,skip-chunks. 
The last document ID and the end-offset of each skip-chunk arerecursively stored in a skip-chunk in the level above. As we 
illustrate in theupper part of Fig.1(b), the logical structure reminds of a B-tree. 
 
The physical layout of our self-skipping index resembles a prefix traverse ofthe logical tree. For this reason, the offsets stored 
in the lowest level skip-chunksrepresent the length of a corresponding data-chunk. For the levels above, anoffset represents the 
length of a referred skip-chunk plus the sum of its offsets.This way, each chunk stores real offsets between the chunks in a 
lower level, and 
the last offset corresponds to the offset to the next chunk at the same level. Weillustrate this in the lower part of Fig. 1(b). 
 
Document IDs within each skip-chunk are also gap-coded. Both d-gaps andoffsets are compressed using the same compression 
methods as data-chunks,NewPFD for chunks with more than 100 elements and VByte otherwise. Additionallyto using gaps 
instead of full IDs and relative instead of absolute offsets,NewPFD itself stores differences from a frame of reference, which 
rewardsthe regularity in document ID distribution and compression ratio. Finally, we 
avoid use of bit-level pointers, which improves both the index size and queryingperformance. 
 
Inverted Index Skipping.As with the original index, we separate the choiceof the block-size from the index organization 
itself. We suggest to choose the sizeso that the first block of a list is likely to contain the first chunks of each skippinglevel and 
the first data chunk. Further we decompress each first skip-chunk fromeach level and the first data-chunk and use it as state 
information of the listiterator. We refer to these chunks as to active chunks (see Fig.1(b)). We alsoconvert d-gaps into 
document ID’s and relative offsets into absolute pointers. 
 
Now, a skip(d)-operation can be done by comparing d to the last documentID of the active data-chunk. If d is greater, we 
compare d to the last documentIDs of the active skip-chunks from the lowest to the highest level. We proceedclimbing up until 
we get a last document ID greater or equal d. For each chunkwe mark also the entry corresponding to the currently active 
chunk level under.At this point we compare d to the entries between the active and the last oneuntil we get an entry with the 
document ID greater or equal d. Further, we fetchand decompress the chunk referred by the offset pointer. If the 
correspondingchunk is a data-chunk, we quickly find the required posting. Otherwise, we climbdownwards until we get to a 
data-chunk. The worst-case number of decompressedchunks and fetched blocks in a random skip operation is therefore equal to 
the number of skip-levels, O(log(Ft)), where Ft is the collection frequency of theterm t. 
 
4. Frequency Compression 
 
In this section, we first discuss the effect of docID reordering on frequencies, and then propose more effective compression 
algorithms. In particular, we show that reordered frequencies can be transformed in such a way that their entropyis lowered 
significantly, leading to better compression. 
 
4.1 New Algorithms 
 
The basic idea is that we exploit the context informationof frequencies to transform them into even smaller values,using one of 
the following two techniques: a version of Move-To-Front coding (MTF) [5], and a method we call Mostly-Likely-Next 
(MLN). More precisely, we propose to performa transformation on the frequency values before compressingthem with other 
compressors. 
 
Move-To-Front (MTF): The MTF [5] transform is usedas an important part of Burrows-Wheeler transform-basedcompression. 
Its basic idea is that, as long as a numberhas been seen lately, it will be represented by an index thatis likely to be smaller than 
its own value, in a separate index array whose first element is always the number we justsaw. For example, given a list of 
numbers [5, 5, 5, 3, 2, 2], andassuming that all numbers are in the range [1,5], we keep aseparate index array which is 
initialized as < 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 >.We first encode the first number 5 as its index in the indexarray, which is the same as own value 
5, and then move 5to the front of the index array such that next time when wemeet 5 again we will encode it as the index in the 
index array,which is 1, instead of the real value 5. From then on, whenever we meet a value, we encode it as its index in the 
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indexarray and move it to the front of the index array. Therefore,the original list could be encoded as < 5, 1, 1, 4, 4, 1>. 
Fromthe example we can see that MTF works well especially whenthere is a cluster of numbers of the same value. 
 
We experimented with several MTF-based mechanisms forpreprocessing frequency values. While the basic MTF 
versionachieved some benefits, we found that other variants that donot directly teleport the last used element to the first slotin 
the array actually performed better. In the end, methods that move the last used value from its current positioni to a position 
such as i/2 or 2i/3 achieved overall best performance in our experiments. We also note that MTF mayslow down the speed of 
decompression, especially when therange of values is large, since we have to do exactly the samemove-to-front operations for 
all numbers to be decoded. 
 
Most-Likely-Next (MLN): An alternative called MLNis also used to transform numbers to smaller values, but canovercome 
some problems of MTF. In a nutshell, MLN usesa table that stores for each value (within some limited range 
[0 . . .Q−1]) which values are most likely to follow. Thus, forQ = 16, MLN would rely on a 16×16 array, precomputed foreach 
list, that lists in position (i, j) the (j + 1)th most likelyvalue to follow a value of i. Conversely, when applying MLN,we replace 
each value with its rank in the array indexed bythe value of its predecessor. (For values ≥ Q, no tranformation is applied.) Thus, 
MLN needs to store an array for eachlist. However, in our experiments, MLN outperformed thebest version of MTF in terms of 
both size and decompression speed. Both MTF and MLN result in significant runsof 1 values in the transformed set of 
frequencies, since manyfrequency values under the ordered list are followed by moreoccurrences of the same value. 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we have studied compression and query processing in inverted indexes with optimized document ordering. 
Previous work has focused on finding document orderings that minimize index size under standard compressionschemes. In 
contrast, we focus on how to tune compressionschemes and maximize query througput given a good ordering. Our 
experimental results show significant benefits incompressed index size and query throughput.Our work motivates several 
interested open questions. First, 
we showed that query processing benefits from more efficientskipping in reordered indexes. This was a natural side product of 
reordering, but additional improvements might be possible by combining reordering with the ideas in [9] forselecting block 
boundaries in compressed indexes.Second, there is an interesting relationship between compression of reordered indexes and 
efficient indexing of archivalcollections. We are currently investigating how to apply theideas in this paper to archival 
collections. We are also looking at performance optimizations that allow faster decompression of interpolated codes, and at 
how to find documentorderings that are better than the alphabetical ordering studied and used by us in this paper. 
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